Neurology:
Stroke

Technical Details

Original title: *St. Vincent.*
Country: USA.
Year: 2014.
Director: Theodore Melfi.
Music: Theodore Shapiro.
Photography: John Lindley.
Film editor: Sarah Flack, Peter Teschner.
Screenwriter: Theodore Melfi.
Cast: Bill Murray, Melissa McCarthy, Naomi Watts, Chris O’Dowd, Terrence Howard, Jaeden Lieberher, Kimberly Quinn, Lenny Venito, Nate Corddry, Dario Barosso, Donna Mitchell, Ann Dowd, Scott Adsit, Reg E. Cathey, Deirdre O’Connell, …
Color: Color.
Runtime: 103 minutes.
Genre: Comedy, Drama.
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Synopsis: “Oliver (Jaeden Lieberher), 12 years old, whose parents just got divorced, moves with his mother (Melissa McCarthy) next door to Vincent (Bill Murray), a cantankerous, misanthropic war veteran whose gambling obsession keeps him perpetually in debt. When Oliver is bullied at school and loses his cell phone and house key, he knocks on Vincent’s door, asking to use the phone to call his mother. Thus begins a friendship between the two, as Vincent teaches the boy all about gambling, fighting, stealing, and other important guy stuff” (FilmAffinity).
Links:
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2170593

Tráiler
An elderly, smoker male...

...with a messy and sedentary life...
...who drinks a lot of alcohol...

...and has a poorly balanced and high in cholesterol diet,...
...suddenly suffers a loss of consciousness...

...because of which he is taken to the hospital, where he is done a brain CT...
...that shows the following image.

Apparently, he has suffered a stroke and has symptoms as...
...deviation of the right labial commissure,...

...slurred speech,...
...irritability,...

...depression,...
...loss of legs' strenght...

He immediately begins the speech,...
...physical,...

...and coordination therapy.
He is discharged with a contralateral, residual right-sided hemiparesis, for which...

...he needs the support of a walking stick.
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